Welcome

An Update/Introduction to Microsoft Co-Pilot

Cory Bemis, Account Executive, Microsoft  
Lincoln Hughes, Education Solution Specialist, Microsoft  
Sonam Vashist, Client Technology Lead, Microsoft  
Madhavi Marasinghe, UND Chief Information Officer  
Janna Kruckenberg, UND Director of Applications and Integration Support  
David Levenseller, UND Senior Instructional Support Specialist  

The Microsoft Team will share information about CoPilot and its use in education and operations. Madhavi, David, and Janna will share initial campus experiences and best practices from their experience with this AI tool. We hope this presentation will encourage members of all NDUS campuses to experiment and determine how generative AI might be adopted and broadly used on your campuses.

Interesting readings (all three are really good, and I’d read them in this order)

- Why does AI hallucinate? | MIT Technology Review – I found this one to give a really nice explanation of how generative AI works to model language and create text.
- What Are AI Hallucinations? | IBM - This article shares another explanation of hallucinations and offers strategies for how to eliminate them or reduce their impact.
- We have to stop ignoring AI's hallucination problem - The Verge – This article is a fun one and offers skepticism and stresses the importance of AI safety precautions.

Next NDUS AI Forum: Next meeting Tuesday, August 13 @ 2:30pm